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L Answer thefour bunches of questions choosing the right option. (4x1=4)

1) a) Which of the following is a figure of speech ?

a) metonymy b) lyric c) parody d) elegy

b) Which of the following is a literary genre ?

a) metaphor b) imagery c) metonymy d) lyric

c) Tercet has 

- 

lines.
a\2 b)3 c)4 d)5

d) Buckle-knuckle
a) True rhyme b) Feminine rhyme
c) Slant rhyme d) Off-rhyme

2) a) Canterbury Tales has 

- 

travellers
a) 10 b) 20 c) 2e d) 19

b) Love is described as by Shakespeare.
a) spring b) guiding nofth star
c) sun d) compass

c) The properstudy of 

- 

is man.
a) poetry b) mankind c) world d) literature

d) Shakespeare wrote sonnets.
a) 150 b) 160 c) 164 d) 154

3) a) Quartz contentment is an example of
a) Oxymoron b) Paradox c) Simile d) Metaphor

b) What is the 'bark' in Shakespeare poem ?
a) sound of the dog b) log of wood
c) tree d) shiP

c),.Thefatwoman,,inE.V'Ramakrishnan,spoemiS-.
a) sister b) daughter c) mother d) cousin

d) Who has alzheimers in E.V. Ramakrishnan's poem ?
a) father b) mother c) poet d) stranger
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4) a) Agent Orange is a __--.
a) missile b) sPYnetwork
c) chemicalweapon d) none of the above

b) Munay hutoo
a) my identity b) it grows back
c) dreams of confidence d) none of the above

c) Alpenstock is
a) tree -:r' b) walkingstick
c) man d) none of the above

d) Middle section of the poem Search for My Tongue is in --.a) Hindi b) Gujarati c) English d) Diagram

ll. Write a paragraph of 1 00 words each on any f ive of the following : (5x2=10)

5) Narrative poetry

6) Ballad

7) Portrayal of the father's life and death in Obituary.

8) The title of the poem Request to aYear.

9) Paradox in Donne's poetry.

10) Love as described by Shakespeare.

lll. Answeranyfourofthefollowingquestionsinasentenceortwoeach; (4x1=4)

1 1) What is alliteration ?

12) Who painted the last dutchers ?

13) Name two types of Odes

14) What is paradox ?

15) What is the centraltheme in Emily Dickinson's poem ?

lV. Write on essay of 250 words on any one of the following : (1x4=4)

16) Analyze My Last Dutchers as a dramatic monologue.

17) Critically analyze Pope's poetry.

V. Write an essay on 250 words on any one of the following : (1x4=4)

18) We are Going as a poem on the aborigines in Australia.

19) Write a critical appreciation of Emily Dickinson's poem.

Vl. Writeanessayof 250wordsonanyoneof thefollowing: (1x4=4)

20) Critically analyze the poem by Judith Wright.

21) Search for My Tongue is about the experience of the migrants. Discuss.


